Bar-Ilan University
Data Science Institute (under development)

The Bar-Ilan Data Science Institute is glad to invite you to its scientific meeting on

Data-driven Science:
From hypothesis-first to large-scale data-driven research

May 25th, 17:45 - 20:30

Nanotechnology Triplex, Auditorium 50 Building 206, BIU Campus

17:45  Gathering
18:00  Updates on DSI activities, Prof. Ido Dagan and Prof. Arie Zaban
18:15  On data-driven science and rich machine learning, Prof. Gal Chechik
18:25  Presentations
    Prof. Yoram Louzoun, Applied mathematics
    Modelling human population genetics
    Prof. Yoav Goldberg, Computer science
    Natural language processing
    Prof. Milana Frenkel-Morgenstern, Medicine
    Personalized Medicine meets Liquid Biopsy
    Prof. Ron Unger, Life sciences
    Educating Physicians in data sciences
    Dr. Inbal Yahav, Business school
    Data-Driven Network Analysis
    Prof. Jacob Goldberger, Engineering
    Deep learning with structured objects
19:25  Dinner, drinks and poster session

Event organizers: Prof. Gal Chechik and Prof. Sharon Gannot

To register and for any question contact:
Dr. Yael Steinmetz yael.dsi.biu@gmail.com
or click here